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IHTRODDCTIOH

Claims FF10317, 10320, 10321, 10322, 10323, 10324,aM 11617are part 
of a contiguous group of thirteen claims, numbered FF10304, "05, -11, -15, 
-16, -17, -20, -21 -22, -23, -24, 11617, and 11662, owned by Stratmat Ltd. 
address Suite 1100, 620 Cathcart St. Montreal, P.Q. This group lies on the 
north shore of Seine Bay of Rainy Lake, a distance of approximately twenty - 
seven miles east of Fort Frances, Ontafcio*. This is in the Fort Frances 
Vining division, District 4f Rainy River*

The thirteen claim group is one of three separated groups that 
comprise the remnants of a large single group of claims, numbered FF10265 
to FF10358,incls., FFlft77d to FF10777 incls., and FF11O49 to FF11082 lncls., 
staked originally to corer the Seine Bay - Bad Vermillion Lake titaniferous 
magnetite range. The greater part of the latter group of claims is now open 
or will come open in February 1958. Claims FF11617 and 11662 are the re- 
staking of claims that lapsed in 1957.

Access to the claias is by boat or aeroplane from Fort Frances, 
Ontario, a distance of approximately twenty - seven miles.

The magnetometer survey was done subsequent to but in conjunction with 
a detailed geological survey. The geological mapping revealed that titan 
iferous magnetite lenses could be located, usually by the rubble that 
commonly forms their surface expression, but could not be accurately out 
lined as the contacts are generally buried.

It was decided that closely spaced ma^etoiaater readings might 
determine the location of these contacts, and thus give the accurate out 
lines of the lenses, which information is essential for the evaluation of 
the deposits.

The survey was done with a Radar-type magnetometer, an instrument 
designed for rapid use by one man* Experience with this instrument in othoa 
areas has proved it to be remarkably accurate. Sensitivity of the instrument is 14.5,

Traverses were run by pacing at right-angles to the main surveyed 
base line and the subsidiary base lines run along the favorable horicons. 
Picket lines were not cut for these traverses. All traverses were short, 
maximum 600 feet, and are deemed to be sufficiently accurately located 
for the purposes of the survey. The extra time and expense involved in 
cutting picket lines was not necessary.

The work was done by a party of two men. One paced, kept line, and 
took notes; the other handled the instrument. All traverses were started 
from a known point on a base line, and ,in every case, coincided with an 
original mapping traverse. In the notes, the location of the magnetometer 
reading was tied into topography and outcrop so that its location with 
respect to geology was known accurately. Readings were normally taken at 
10-foot intervals along 100-foot spaced lines. In some cases, fill-in 
lines at 50-foot intervals were run.

All stations with off-scale readings, both positive and negative were 
marked with a short picket. After a section of the survey had been completed 
a station was chosen, carefully marked with stakes, and the instrument 
adjusted to read either a higher range or lower range as required. All off- 
scale stations were then re-done.In some cases the instrument was adjusted
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twice in an attempt to obtain a value for the point. rCegardless of this a 
number of stations are still off-scale. On the accompanying plan they are 
shown as greater than or less than the marl mm reading possible with the 
instrument at the last setting.

A total of 2500 readings were taken. As explained above, a large 
number of stations were read a second and third time. In one case the readings 
of a whole section were so changeable that they were re-taken in order to 
determine if the instrument was working properly* The wide variation was 
found to be due to the magnetite.

Five base stations are shown on the accompanying plan. These are all 
tied in to the main base station, which is located at the camp, a distance 
of four miles from this area. All readings are corrected for day-to-day 
and diurnal variations.

The survey was confined to those sections known or suspected to 
contain sizeable lenses of magnetite* It will be notedthat, in some cases, 
traverses stopped in high magnetic areas, '-fhe reason for this is thatlarge 
areas of outcrop delineated the remainder of the magnetite-bearing horizon 
and the magnetometer readings wentthus not required*

The subeidiar^ base lines and picket lines were all laid out and kept 
on line with a transit, although no attempt was made to leave permanent 
stations.forrfuture use. All lines are thus accurately located with respect 
to the main surveyed base line.

The assessment credits claimed with names, dates, etc* are as follows* 

Line Cutting

H.D.McLeod - 275 Sixth St. E., Fort Frances, Ont. - MaylS - 15, 28-29,1957.
-5-12 hour days - 7^ days* 

G.F.Burnside - Schefferville, P.Q. - May 18-19,1957 - 2-12 hour days -
3 days* 

R.J.MacDonald - Winnipeg, Ifanitoba - Kay 13-15, 28-29,1957 -5-12 hour
days - 7j days.

Total - 18 days. 

Magnetometer Surrey

G.F.Burnside - Operator - Julyll.- Aug.1,1957 - 16-12 hour days - 24 days* 
H.D.McLeod - Assistant * * 16-12 hour days -24 days*

Total - 48 days* 

Haps, ^port, etc*

H.D.ycLeod - Jan.30 - Feb.4,1958 - 4 days.

TOTAL- 70 days.
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HTCERFRETATIOir

The accompanying magnetometer survey plan shows the contoured re suit a 
of the survey* Due to the extreme changes in intensity over short distances, 
the results have been contoured at 5000 gamma intervals only*

The magnetometer readings taken alone are very inconclusive, but when 
carefully interpreted in conjunction with detailed geology, they are very/ 
useful! in locating the contacts of land delineating the magnetite lenses*

HO definite intensity of reading or contour, however, could be taken 
to indicate massive magnetite* Readings above 10,000 gammas definitely 
indicate magnetite, and widespread values la one range of 10,000 to 16,000 
vaz&aas indicate the disseminated magnetite Ivnse*, whioh generally average 
from 30jS to 45^5 magnetite by volume*

Very high readings from 20,000 gammas and up usually were taken to 
indicate massive magnetite, but the same intensity of readings were often 
found in certain horizons Trithin the disseminated magnetite lenses* These 
raay, in some cases, indicate the presence of massive mineral at surface 
under overburden, but in the cases where outcrop shows no massive mineral 
to be present, must be taken to indicate massive lenses that lie at a 
shallow depth under a capping of disseminated mineral. It is possible, of 
course, that the disseminated mineral, in sooe cases, gives extreme readin&Si

Very hiffi negative readings are common and lead to a lot of confusion 
in the interpretation* In every case consideration had to be given to the 
adjacent readings on that and the nearby traverses as well as the geology 
in order to obtain a logical interpretation for them* Some are caused by 
polarization of the magnetite. A number of cases of high negative readings 
occurring over outcrop of or known lenses of massive magnetite were seen* 
In these instances, they must be considered to be the same as high 
positive readings.for the purposes of interpretation*

High negative readings irere obtained in two other relationships* 
A high negative was often the first reading after passing out of a high 
positive area over massive magnetite* This is acommon phenomenon*

A number of the massive magnetite lenses outcrop high up on the side 
of steep slopes* In these aases high negative readings are normally present 
for some distance down and at the base of the slope* The reason for this 
is that the instrument is being read in a positionbeside and lower than 
part of the lens of massive mineral, thus the magnetic pull is horizontal 
rather than vertical.

Some of the off-scale readings have no logical explanation*

One case of a normal base reading occurring on an outcrop of massive 
magnetite was seen. ?his is due to polarization*



A geological plan showing the magnetite-bearing horizons is included 
in this report, the outlines of the magnetite lenses, both massive and 
disseminated, were determined from a careful comparison of the magnetometer 
readings and detailed geology.

Feb. 3,1958.

H.D.ilcLeod.
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